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Let A = ki be the path algebra of a finite, connected quiver d without oriented cycles over a 
field k. Let n be the number of vertices of d’. An A-module Z is called a Schur module if its endo- 
morphism ring is the ground field, and if Exta(Z,Z) = 0. If A is representation finite or tame, 
or if n = 2, then all Schur modules are known. In this article we consider the first non-trivial case, 
namely we assume that A is wild, and n = 3. We give an algorithm which determines all regular, 
r-sincere Schur modules Z up to r-translates and all tilting modules with direct summand Z. 
Introduction 
Let A = kd be the path algebra of a finite, connected quiver 1 without oriented 
cycles over a field k. Let n be the number of vertices of 2. 
For Z in A-mod, the category of finite-dimensional (left) A-modules, we denote 
by dim Z the dimension vector of Z. The ith entry of dim Z is the multiplicity of 
the simple module S(i) in a composition series of Z. 
With A there is associated a non-symmetric bilinear form 
( , ):Z”xZ”-+Z with (z,z’)=~Ci~z’~, 
where CA denotes the Cartan matrix of A. Kac proved [lo] that the dimension 
vectors of the indecomposable A-modules are the positive root system of the 
Kac-Moody Lie algebra associated with the underlying graph of i. We call a 
module Z a Schur module if End Z = k and Exta(Z, Z) = 0. Note that the dimension 
vector of Z is a real Schur root of the root system. 
Schur modules play a vital role in representation theory of finite-dimensional 
hereditary algebras. In fact, all indecomposable direct summands of tilting modules 
are Schur modules, and therefore they are basic for the construction of tilted 
algebras. Certain important classes of finite-dimensional algebras are tilted 
algebras, for example the sincere directed algebras [6] and the minimal representa- 
tion infinite algebras with preprojective component [8] and [3]. 
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The set of isoclasses of Schur modules carries the structure of a simplicial com- 
plex, where an i-simplex is an (i + 1) element set {M,, . . . , Mj) of Schur modules 
with Exth(Mj,A4,) = 0 for OQ, 11 i. It was initiated by Ringel to study this com- 
plex, and for this, the knowledge of all Schur modules is essential. 
If A is representation finite or tame, then all Schur modules are known. If A is 
wild, and n = 2, then a module Z is a Schur module if and only if it is indecom- 
posable preinjective or preprojective [l 11. 
In this article we consider the first non-trivial case, namely we assume that A is 
wild, and n = 3. Then certain classes of Schur modules are known, namely the pre- 
projective and the preinjective indecomposable modules, and the Schur modules 
over proper factor algebras A/(e) of A, where e denotes a primitive idempotent in 
A. Of course, we may also assume to know all r-translates of these Schur modules. 
As usual, T denotes the Auslander-Reiten translate. The remaining class of Schur 
modules consists of those modules Z for which t’Z is not a Schur module over any 
proper factor algebra A/(e) of A, for all integers r. These are the Schur modules 
we are mainly interested in. It will turn out (Theorem 3) that they are built up from 
Schur modules over proper factor algebras of A. 
There is an effective way of constructing all Schur modules up to r-translates. 
Moreover, this algorithm enables us to determine all simplices of the simplicial com- 
plex of the Schur modules over A containing a given Schur module. This will be 
done in Section 4. 
Section 2 contains some informations about the boundary of the simplicial com- 
plex (Theorem 2.4). In the meantime, this has been solved in general [7]. We will 
come back to study this simplicial complex in a subsequent article. 
The main tools used in this article are the perpendicular categories of Schur 
modules and tilting theory. Perpendicular categories were introduced in [4] and [ 141, 
and in Section 1 we will summarize some known results and some facts, which can 
be deduced easily. 
For the tilting-theoretical background we refer to [5,6, 121. The results on tilting 
modules over A which will be used in the proofs are collected in the second chapter. 
Note that we consider indecomposable modules only up to isomorphism. 
1. Perpendicular categories 
Let A = /CA, where i is an arbitrary connected quiver without an oriented cycle. 
1.1. For a Schur module Z over A we define two categories Z’ and ‘Z as follows: 
Zl is the full subcategory of A-modules X such that Hom,(Z, X) = 0 = Exta(Z, X). 
This is called the right perpendicular category of Z. Dually we define the left perpen- 
dicular category ‘Z of Z to be the full subcategory of A-modules X satisfying 
Hom,(X, Z) = 0 = Exta(X, Z). 
It has been proved in [4], that Z’ and ‘Z are equivalent to hereditary categories 
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&mod and Ah-mod, where the quivers of A, and Ah have one vertex less than the 
quiver of A. 
We are in a very nice situation, if Z is a sincere module, this means, that 
Hom,(P, Z) #O # Hom,(Z, I) for all projective A-modules P and all injective A- 
modules I. Z is sincere if and only if ZI does not contain an injective module, and, 
equivalently, if ‘Z does not contain a projective module. 
Lemma. Zf Z is sincere, then T /lz is an equivalence from ‘Z to Z’, and T’- lzl is 
an equivalence from Z’ to ‘Z. 
Proof. Let Y be in ‘Z. Then Exta( Y, Z) = 0, and by the Auslander-Reiten formula 
we have 
O=Ext~(Y,Z)=DHom(Z,sY), 
where D denotes the duality with respect to the ground field. 
Furthermore, we have that 
hence 7Y belongs to Z’. 
Let Yi and Y, be in iZ. Since ‘Z does not contain projective modules, 
Hom,(Y,, Y,)=Hom,(sY,, 7Y2), hence 7 11~ is fully faithful. 7 11~ is dense, namely 
for XEZ~ let Y= 7-X (note, that X is not injective). Then tY=X, and the same 
calculation as above shows, that YE ‘Z. 
The dual assertion of the lemma can be proven analogously. 
Using the previous result one easily proves that if Z is sincere, then z(Z’) = 
(r.Z)‘, rP(Z’) = (7-Z)’ and dually, r(‘Z) = ‘(7Z) and r-(‘Z) = ‘(7-Z). 
We are mainly interested in the case, where Z is a 7-sincere Schur module, this 
means, that 7’Z is sincere for all rEZ. It is easy to see, that Z is r-sincere if and 
only if Z’ and ‘Z do not contain preprojective or preinjective A-modules. 
1.2. Let Z be a Schur module, and let us denote the module category which is equi- 
valent to Zl by A,-mod, and the one equivalent to ‘Z by Ah-mod. Baer [l] and 
Straub [16] proved, that if Z is regular and A is wild, then A, and Ah are wild as 
well. In this section we want to introduce some methods for calculating the indecom- 
posable projective Z’-modules and the indecomposable injective ‘Z-modules, 
which can be found in [4,5,15]. 
Let Z be not projective and r = dim,+ ExtL(Z, AA). Clearly there exists an exact se- 
quence 
r/:O-t.A+E-Z’+O 
such that the connecting homomorphism 
6 : Hom,(Z, Z’) + Exta(Z, AA) 
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is surjective. An exact sequence with this property will be called universal. Then E 
has each indecomposable projective Z’-module as a direct summand, and E @ 2 is 
an A-tilting module [2]. In particular, Exta(E @ Z, E @ Z) = 0. 
Dually, if Z is not injective and s=dimk Exti(D(A,),Z), then we consider the 
universal sequence 
and E’ has each indecomposable injective ‘Z-module as a direct summand. Again, 
Z @ E’ is an A-tilting module. 
Usually, the indecomposable direct summands of the middle terms of 17 and u’ 
appear with rather large multiplicities. Therefore, for practical reasons, it is often 
more useful to consider for each indecomposable projective A-module P(i) the 
universal sequence 
q(i) : 0 + P(i) + E(i) -+ Z’(‘) + 0, 
with r(i) = dim, Exta(Z, P(i)). Then the direct summands of E(i) are Z’-projective. 
Dually, the middle terms of the universal sequences 
q’(i) : 0 -+ zs(‘) -E’(i)+I(i)-+O 
with I(i) indecomposable A-injective and s(i) = dimk Extf,(I(i), Z) is a direct sum of 
IZ-injective modules. 
For a non-sincere Schur module Z we obtain for some sequences q(i) and q’(i) 
even indecomposable middle terms, namely: 
Lemma. Let Z be a non-projective and non-injective Schur module which is an 
A/(e)-module for someprimitive idernpotent ein A. Let P(i) = Ae and I(i) = D(eA). 
Then E(i) and E’(i) are indecomposable. 
Proof. Applying Hom,(P(i), -) to q(i) yields Hom,(P(i), E(i)) = k, and applying 
Hom,(-,E(i)) to it, we obtain 
0 -+ Hom,(Z’(‘), E(i)) + Hom,(E(i), E(i)) + HomA(P(i), E(i)) 
+ Extf,(Z’(‘), E(i)). 
Since E @ Z is an A tilting module and since E(i) is a direct summand of E, 
we have that Exti(Z r(i), E(i)) = 0. Since HomA(E(i), Z”“) # 0, we obtain, that 
Hom,(Z r(i) E , ( i)) = 0 namely otherwise we would have an oriented cycle in the quiver 
of End(Z @ E), whiih is not possible according to [6]. Hence HomA(E(i), E(i)) # k. 
Dually, one proves that E’(i) is indecomposable. 
1.3. Let Z be a Schur module, and let 
O-+sZ+R+Z-+O 
be the Auslander-Reiten sequence. 
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Remark. R belongs to Z’ and to ‘(tZ). 
Proof. Applying HomA(Z,-) to the Auslander-Reiten sequence, we obtain 
0 -+ Hom,(Z, rZ) -+ Hom,(Z, R) + Hom,(Z, Z) 
z Ext;(Z, rZ) + Ext;(Z, R) -+ Ext;(Z, Z) + 0. 
Since Z is a Schur module, ExtA(Z, Z) = 0 = Hom,(Z, rZ). Since 6 is induced by an 
isomorphism, it is an isomorphism, and therefore, HomA(Z, R) = 0 = Exta(Z, R). 
Hence R belongs to Z’, and dually we prove the other assertion. 
Lemma. If A has three simple modules, and Z is regular, then R is indecomposable, 
and R is regular in Z’ and in ‘(7Z). 
Proof. In [9] Hoshino proved, that the quasi length of Z is one, meaning, that Z 
is quasi simple. Hence R is indecomposable, and it is not an A-Schur module. Hence 
R is neither a Z’- nor a ‘(rZ)-Schur module, implying, that it is regular. 
The following consequence will become important later: 
Corollary. Assume that A has three simple modules. Let Z be a regular Schur 
module, and let X be preprojective in Z’ or ‘(sZ), and let Y be preinjective in Z 1 
or ‘(7Z). Then Hom,(X, R) #O#Extf,(R,X) and Hom,(R, Y) #O#Exti( Y, R). 
Proof. R is a regular module over a wild bimodule algebra AO, and X and Y are pre- 
projective respectively preinjective A,-modules. Then Hom,,(X, R) # 0 # ExtiJR, X) 
and Hom,,(R, Y) # 0 # Ext&( Y, R), giving the desired result. 
2. Partial tilting modules 
Let A be a finite-dimensional path algebra. An A-module M is called a partial 
tilting module, if Exti(M, M) = 0. 
A module M’ is said to be a complement to M, if M@ M’ is an A-tilting module. 
Bongartz proved, that there is always a complement to M 121. The following result 
has also been proved by Happel and Ringel: 
2.1. Theorem. Let A be a finite-dimensional path algebra whose quiver has n ver- 
tices. Let M be a partial tilting module with n - 1 pairwise non-isomorphic indecom- 
posable direct summands. Then there are at most two different indecomposable 
complements to M. 
Proof. Let M, and M2 be non-isomorphic, indecomposable complements to M. 
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We may assume without loss of generality, that Extfq(MZ,M1) 20. Let t = 
dim, ExtA(M,, M,), and let 
be a universal extension. Let n= (n,, . . . , 7~~). Then Exta(M,, E) =O, Exta(M, E) = 0 
and Exta(E, M) = 0, hence E is generated by MO M2. 
Consider the exact sequence 
where f is the canonical inclusion, and g is the canonical projection. Let E = (si, Q)~ 
be a surjective map from MS @ Mi to E, and let E* be given by (Q,, . . . , Q,)~. By 
construction, ez,nj is a proper factorization for all 1 I is r and 1 <j< t, and since 
End M2= k, we obtain that ERIC = 0. Thus there is a map v from Mi to M, with 
~,LI = fc, and hence a map v from MS to Mi with gy = E~C, which clearly is surjec- 
tive. In particular, M2 is generated by M. This implies that Exta(Ml,M2) = 
Exta(M,, E) = Extfq(E,M2) = 0, and ExtA(E, E) = 0. Then E @ M@ M2 is a tilting 
module, and therefore E E add M, meaning that E is a direct sum of direct sum- 
mands of M. 
Let M3 be a third complement to M. Then Exta(Ms, M2) = 0 and Exta(Mi, M3) = 0, 
hence Exta(M,, M,) # 0. The same arguments as above yield a nonsplit exact sequence 
O-M, +E’+M;‘-0 
with E’E add M. Then Exta(M2,M3) = 0 and M@ M2 @ M3 is a tilting module, 
implying, that M2 and M3 are isomorphic. 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
2.2. Unless stated differently, we will assume for the rest of the article, that 
A =/ci is the path algebra of a wild quiver with three vertices and without an 
oriented cycle. 
Proposition. Let Z be a regular A-Schur module and let XE Z’ be indecomposable. 
Then X@ Z is a partial tilting module if and only if X is a preprojective Zl- 
module. 
Proof. Let X@ Z be a partial tilting module. Obviously, X is not Z’-regular, 
namely for all regular Z’-modules N we have Exta(N, N) # 0 [ 1 I]. 
Assume, that X is a preinjective Z’-module. Applying Hom,(X,-) to the 
Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 + SZ + R + Z --) 0, we obtain, that Exta(X, R) and 
Extf,(X, Z) are isomorphic. According to Corollary 1.3, we have that Exta(X, R) # 0, 
and X@ Z is not a partial tilting module. Hence X is Z’-preprojective. 
For the other implication we have to prove, that Exta(X, Z) =0 for all Z’- 
preprojective, indecomposable modules X. This will be done by induction on the 
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predecessors of X in the preprojective component of .Zl. If X is a projective Z’- 
module, the assertion follows from 1.2. Let 0-t YA N’+X+ 0 be a relative 
Auslander-Reiten sequence in the preprojective component of Z’. By induction 
hypothesis, Exti( Y, Z) = 0 = Exti(N, Z). Applying Hom,(-, Z) to the above sequence, 
we obtain 
0 -+ Hom,(X, Z) + Hom,(N’, Z) + Horn,,, Y, Z) -+ Extf,(X, Z) + 0. 
We have to prove, that Hom,(p, Z) : Hom,(N’, Z) + Horn,,, Y, Z) is surjective. Let 
f e Horn,,, Y, Z), and consider the Auslander-Reiten sequence 
O+sZ+Rn-Z+O. 
Since Y and Z are not isomorphic, f is not split epi, hence there is a morphism 
f’ : Y+ R with f =f’lc. Since R E Z’ and since Y and R are not isomorphic, there 
is a morphism g’ : N’-+ R with f’=,ug’. Define the morphism g to be g’lc, then 
pg =pg’rc =f’n =f, hence Hom,(p, Z) is surjective, and Exta(X, Z) = 0. 
Obviously, also the dual assertion holds, namely: Let Z be a regular A-Schur 
module, and let YE ‘Z be indecomposable. Z@ Y is a partial tilting module if and 
only if Y is IZ-preinjective. 
As a consequence of the above proposition and our consideration in 1.3, we obtain: 
Corollary. Let X and Z be indecomposable, and let X@ Z be a partial tilting 
module. Assume, that X or Z are regular. Then Hom,(Z, X) = 0 if and only if 
Hom,(X, Z) # 0. 
Proof. If Hom,(Z,X)=O, then X belongs to Zl. Assume, that Z is a regular 
module, and consider the Auslander-Reiten sequence 0 -+ TZ + R + Z -+ 0. Applying 
Hom,(X,-) to it, we obtain that Hom,(X,Z) and Hom,(X, R) are isomorphic. 
According to Proposition 2.2, the module X is a preprojective Z’-module, and 
with Corollary 1.3 we know that Hom,(X, R) # 0 # Hom,(X, Z). 
We can prove the assertion dually, if we assume, that X is regular. If 
Hom,(X, Z) # 0, then obviously Hom,(Z, X) = 0, since otherwise there would be 
an A-tilting module A4= X @ Z@ M’ such that the quiver of End M contains an 
oriented cycle. According to [6], this is not possible. 
2.3. Let X @ Y be a partial tilting module. According to Theorem 2.1, there at most 
two different indecomposable complements to X@ Y. Assume, that X or Y are 
regular. We would like to obtain further information about a possible complement 
to Z. Obviously, there are three possibilities: 
(i) ZE’X and ZE Y’, 
(ii) ZEX’ and ZE Y’, 
(iii) ZE’X and ZE~Y. 
It will turn out, that we may always find a complement of the form (i). 
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Remark. Let X@ Y be a partial tilting module, and let X belong to Y’. If there 
is an indecomposable module Z with ZE Y’ and ZE IX, then Z is uniquely 
determined. 
Proof. The category Y’ is equivalent to &mod, and the quiver of A,, has two 
vertices. Considered as &module, Z belongs to IX, and the quiver of ‘X is given 
by one vertex. Then Z is unique. 
Lemma. Let X @ Y be a partial tilting module with Hom,(X, Y) # 0. Let X or Y be 
regular. 
There is exactly one indecomposable module Z with Z E ‘X and Z E Y’ such that 
X 0 Z @ Y is a tilting module. 
If Y is regular, then X is a submodule of Z, and if X is regular then, Z maps onto Y. 
Proof. For the first assertion we have only to show the existence of Z. If Y is 
regular, then it has been shown in 2.2, that X is a preprojective Yl-module, and 
we may choose as the module Z the immediate successor of X in the preprojective 
component of Yl. Then X is a submodule of Z. 
If X is regular, then Y is preinjective in IX, and we may define Z to be the im- 
mediate predecessor of Y in the preinjective component of IX, and then Z maps 
onto Y. 
Combining this and Theorem 2.1, we obtain: 
Corollary. Let X @ Y be a partial tilting module, and let X or Y be regular. If there 
is a complement B to X @ Y with BE X’ and BE Y’, then there is no complement 
C to X@ Y with CE’X and CEIY. 
Let us assume, that X@ Y is a partial tilting module, and that X and Y are 
regular. We are interested in the question, under which circumstances the indecom- 
posable complement Z with Z E IX and Z E Y’ is the only one up to direct sums. 
The investigation of this will need some further preparations. 
2.4. The following result is true for arbitrary, finite-dimensional path algebras A: 
Lemma 1. Let Z be a Schur module, and let X be simple projective in Zl. If Z is 
not sincere, then X is not sincere, and the support of X @ Z is properly contained 4 
in A. 
Proof. If Z is not sincere, then there is an indecomposable injective A-module Zwith 
Hom,(Z, I) = 0. We may assume, that I is simple. Since Extl(Z, 1) = 0, we get that 
ZE Zl, and I is simple injective in Z’. Then Hom,l(X, I) = 0 = Hom,(X, I), giving 
the desired result. 
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Obviously, also the dual assertion holds: If Z is a non sincere Schur module, and 
Y is simple injective in ‘Z, then the support of Z@ Y is properly contained in d. 
Proposition. Let Z be a Schur module, and let X be simple projective in Z’ and 
Y be simple injective in ‘Z. Then X@ Z@ Y is a tilting module if and only if Z 
is sincere. 
Proof. If Z is not sincere, we know by our previous considerations, that the support + 
of X @ Z @ Y is properly contained in A. Then X @ Z @ Y is a module over a 
proper factor algebra A’ of A, and the quiver of A’ has at most two vertices. Hence 
X@ Z @ Y is not a tilting module. 
For the other implication we already know, that Exta(X, Z) =O=Exta(Z, X), 
and Exta(Z, Y) =O=Exti(Y, Z). It remains to be proven, that Extf,(X, Y) =0= 
Ext;( Y, X). 
Let fi, . . . . f, be a basis of Hom,4(,A, Z), and let f = (f,, . . . ,f,). Let B be the 
kernel off, and C its image. Since Exta(C, Z) = 0, it follows that Hom,(B, Z) = 0, 
hence, since B is projective and Z is sincere, we obtain that B = 0. Then f is a mono- 
morphism, and using standard methods, one shows that the right-hand term Q of 




is ‘Z-injective. Hence there is an epimorphism from Z’ to Y, and applying 
Hom,(X, -) to the sequence 0 -+ K-t Z’-+ Y-t 0 we obtain that Extl(X, Y) = 0. 
Let G be the equivalence from A,-mod to ‘Z. According to Lemma 1.1, we have 
an equivalence F= rG from A,-mod to Z’. Let M= GPO, where PO is the simple 
projective AO-module. Then X= FP,= rGP,= tM, and Y= GIe, where I, is simple 
injective in AO-mod. 
Then we obtain: 
0 = D Hom,,(PO, I,,) = D Homl,(GPO, GZ,) 
= D Homlz(M, Y) =D Hom,(M, Y) 
=DHom,(rM,rY)=Exta(Y,rM)=Ext’(Y,X). 
This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
By the same methods as above we can prove: 
Lemma 2. Let Z be a regular Schur module, and let X @ Z 0 Y be a tilting module 
with X E ZI and YE ‘Z. Then X is simple projective in Z L and Y is simple injec- 
live in IZ. 
Proof. If Z is regular, then X is preprojective in Z’ and Y is preinjective in ‘Z. Let 
F and G be the functors defined in the previous proof. Let X = Fr;:P and Y = 
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G7&,Z for some s, t 2 0 and P projective in &mod, and I injective in &-mod. The 
same calculation as above gives, that Exta( Y, X) = D Hom,,(ri,SP, 7&Z), and this 
vanishes if and only if P is simple projective, I is simple injective and s = t = 0. 
Summarizing our previous considerations, we obtain an answer to the question 
raised at the end of 2.3. 
Theorem. Let X@ Y be a partial tilting module with XE Y’, and assume, that X 
and Y are regular. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) there is exactly one indecomposable complemenf to X@ Y, 
(ii) the support of X@ Y is properly contained in A. 
Proof. Let 2 be the indecomposable complement to X @ Y with Z E ‘X and 2 E Y’ . 
If this is the only indecomposable complement, then X is simple projective in Yl 
and Y is simple injective in IX. If X is sincere, then according to Proposition 2.3, 
we have a tilting module B @ X@ Y, where B is simple projective in Xl. Since B 
is not isomorphic to 2, we obtain a contradiction. Similarly, we prove that Y is not 
sincere. Now the second assertion follows from Lemma 2.3. 
Assume that the support of X@ Y is properly contained in d . Then X is simple 
projective in Y’, namely otherwise we could complete X@ Y by the immediate 
predecessor B of X in the preprojective component of Y’ to a tilting module. Since 
B is a submodule of X, its support is contained in the one of X, giving a contra- 
diction. 
Similar arguments show, that Y is simple injective in IX, and then there is only 
one indecomposable complement to X@ Y. 
3. The main theorem 
In this chapter we will prove, that an A-Schur module Z which is t-sincere is built 
up from a Schur module K, which we may assume to know. Namely, K is a 7- 
translate of a Schur module over a proper factor algebra A’=A/(e), where e 
denotes a primitive idempotent in A. 
To be more precise, we will prove: 




z= Y,- Y,_, 
f,, - I J2 JI - . . . --t y, - y, 
g, g2 
x,-x, - ... Jqy_,3_xn=z 
which are uniquely determined by the following properties: 
(i) for all 0 I i < m, Yj is simple injective in ’ Yip,, 
(ii) for all 0 5 j< n, Xj is simple projective in X$, , 
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(iii) Xi and Y, are r-sincere, 
(iv) X0 and Y, are not r-sincere. 
The morphisms fi are surjective for all 1 I i 5 m, and the morphisms gj are injective 
for all 1 Ijln. 
Furthermore, there is an integer rE Z and an indecomposable projective A- 
module P=Ae for a primitive idempotent e in A, such that T’X, @ T.‘Y~ is an 
A/(e) tilting module. 
The modules X0 and Y, are A-regular. 
Proof. Let Z be a r-sincere Schur module. Let X,_ I be simple projective in Z’ and 
Y,_, be simple injective in ‘Z. According to Proposition 2.4, we have that 
X,_, 0 Z@ Y,-, is a tilting module, and, as was proven in Lemma 2.3, X,-i is 
a submodule of Z and Z maps onto Y, _ 1. According to 1.1, X, _ , and Y, _ 1 are 
regular, and by the dual of Proposition 2.2, we know, that Z and Y,,_ 1 are pre- 
injective ‘X,_ i-modules. If Y,_, is r-sincere and not simple injective in ‘X, _ I, we 
define its immediate successor in the preinjective component of ‘X+ 1 to be Y,+,. 
Then X,_ i @ Y,- i @ Y,_, is a tilting module, and according to Lemma 2.4.2, we 
obtain, that Y, _2 is simple injective in ‘Y,_ 1. 
Obviously, Y,_ 1 maps onto Ym_2. Inductively, we construct a chain of A-Schur 
modules 
f, fm-1 fm-s+l 
z= Y,- Y,_,- ... - Y _ m 37 
and for all 1 I ils we have that Y,,_; is simple injective in ’ Ym_i+ 1, that Y,_ ;+, 
belongs to ‘X,, _ , , and that X,, _ , 0 Y, _ ;+ i 0 Y, _; is a tilting module. All maps f, 
are surjective. 
We terminate this process if Y,,_, is not r-sincere. If we do not reach a module 
which is not r-sincere, this process stops automatically if Y,,_, is simple injective 
in lXn-i. Then X,_ I and Y,_,+, are preprojective in Yi_s. If Y,_, is r-sincere, 
then X,-i is not simple projective in Y,‘_,, since otherwise there would only be 
one indecomposable complement to X,_ i 0 Y,_,, contradicting Theorem 2.4. 
Hence we may define the immediate predecessor of X,_, in the preprojective 
component of Y,‘_, to be the module X,_,. Then X,-, @ X,_, @ Y,,_, is a tilting 
module, X, -2 is a submodule of X,_ , , and it is simple projective in X,‘_ 1. Induc- 
tively, we construct a chain of Schur modules 
and for all 15 j< t, the module Xn~j is simple projective in X,‘_,+ , , and 
X,-j@ X,-j+ i @ Y,,_, is a tilting module. All maps g,_j+ 1 are injective. 
Again we terminate this process if X, f is not r-sincere, and it stops automatically, 
if X,_, is simple projective in Y,‘_,. Then the same argument as above shows, that 
Y,,? us is not simple injective in ‘X,_, , and analogously as above, we define Y,_,_ 1 
to be the immediate successor of Y,+, in the preinjective component of ‘X,_,y, 
and we continue inductively as it was described above. 
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Since with each module Y or X; the modules Y_, or X,-i respectively have 
smaller length, after a finite number of steps, we have to reach the following chains: 
Z= Y,- Y,_, + ... -+ Y,_, 
and 
Y n_b+XnP&,+*.. +x,=z 
where either 
(i) Y,-, is not r-sincere, but Y,_i for 01 i< a and Xn-j for O<j< b are r- 
sincere, or 
(ii) X+, is not r-sincere, but Y,,_i for 01 is a and X,, _j for 0 rj< b are r- 
sincere. 
Let us consider the first case. Then X,_, @ Y, _a+ 1 0 Y,-, is a tilting module. 
Let Y,-, = PK for a non-sincere Schur module K and some r E Z. Consider the 
tilting module r”X,_, @ T~Y+~+ 1 @ K. Since Y,-,+ l is r-sincere, r commutes 
with taking perpendicular categories, hence K is simple injective in ‘(rrYmma+i) 
and r’X,_, is simple projective in (z’Y,_,+~)~. The modules s~Y,~,+~ and r’X+, 
are preprojective K’-modules, and, as described above, we construct the chain 
(+) ~rx~-)...jtrx~_b+,-*5rx~_b~ ... -+rrxn=rrz, 
where r’X, is simple projective in KL. According to Lemma 2.4.1, the support of + 
rrXO 0 K is properly contained in d. Hence there is an indecomposable projective 
A-module P=Ae for a primitive idempotent e in A, such that rrXo@ K is an 
A/(e) tilting module. 
If we now apply 7-I to the chain (+), we obtain 
g1 g, 
x,-x, + **. -+x+1 -x,=z 
and after a shift of indices we have the chain 
fm fl z= Y, - Y,_, -+ .-* + Y, - Y,, 
and both chains satisfy the properties of the theorem and the additional assertions. 
Note that if r#O, then the module X0 is not simple projective in YO’. 
Similar arguments give the result if we assume, that we are dealing with case (ii). 
4. Construction of the t-sincere Schur modules 
As mentioned in the introduction, we already know certain classes of A-Schur 
modules. These are the A-preprojective and the A-preinjective indecomposable 
modules, and the Schur modules and their r-translates over factor algebras A’= 
A/(e), where e denotes a primitive idempotent in A. 
The Schur modules which we do not know yet are the r-sincere ones. Let Z be 
a r-sincere Schur module. The main theorem ensures us that there is an integer r and 
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a uniquely determined chain of Schur modules 
(*I r’Z= Y,- Y,_, + **. 4 Y, + Y, 
where Y, is a regular Schur module over an algebra A’=A/(e). The modules Yj are 
r-sincere for all 15 is m, and Yi_ , is simple injective in 1 Y,. This yields an induc- 
tive construction of the r-sincere Schur modules up to r-translate, and the induction 
will be done on the length of the chain (*). 
Assuming that we have constructed a module Y, we will determine the set of all 
Schur modules M having the module & as simple injective ‘M-module and which 
are r-sincere. These are all possible predecessors of I$ in the chain (*). 
4.1. For a regular Schur module Y we denote by 37 the full subcategory of all A- 
Schur modules M with the property, that Y is simple injective in ‘-M, and which 
are z-sincere. By EZ:,P, we denote the preprojective component of Y’, and by S$, 
the simple projective Y’-module. 
Lemma 1. %c 59?ypI\{SpYl}. 
Proof. Let A4 be a r-sincere Schur module, and let Y be simple injective in ‘M. 
Then M@ Y is a partial tilting module, and, according to Proposition 2.2, A4 is a 
preprojective Y’-module. If A4 is simple projective in Y’, then there is only one 
indecomposable complement to MO Y, and Theorem 2.4 states that M is not 
sincere, a contradiction. 
If we assume, that Spy1 is A-regular, then we obtain also the other inclusion, 
namely: 
Lemma 2. If Spy, is regular, then E?f, \ {SF,} c 9. 
Proof. Let A4 be a preprojective Y’-module which is not simple projective. Let N 
be the immediate predecessor of M in E?$,. Then NOM@ Y is a tilting module, 
and according to Lemma 2.4.2, Y is simple injective in IM and N is simple projec- 
tive in MI. 
Since SF, is regular, N has a regular submodule, and since NE Y’, we know by 
Corollary 2.2, that Hom,(N, Y) #O. Since Y is assumed to be regular, N is regular 
as well. Hence for all rE.Z, we have that s’N@ r’M@r’Y is a tilting module. 
Applying Lemma 2.4.2 inductively, we get that t’N is simple projective in (r’M)’ 
and s’Y is simple injective in ‘(rrM). Then Proposition 2.4 yields that M is T- 
sincere. 
In the cases we are interested in, namely that Y is a module in the chain (*), we 
always have, that SF, is regular. Namely, either Y is r-sincere, and then SF, is 
regular according to 1.1, or Y= Y, is not sincere, and then S$, is regular according 
to the main theorem. 
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Let Y be a module in the chain (*). Denote by P rl the indecomposable projec- 
tive Yl-module which is not simple projective in Y’. Now it is easy to deter- 
mine all modules in 9, provided we know SC, and P,L and the k-dimension of 
HomA(SPyl,Py~). We obtain all r-sincere Schur modules A4 with Y as simple injec- 
tive M-module just by calculating the relative Auslander-Reiten sequences in @?f,. 
4.2. For the fundamental step of the induction we first have to determine all 
modules Y, which might occur as the last link of the chain (*). This is just the set 
of those non-sincere Schur modules which are regular when considered as A- 
modules, and which furthermore satisfy, that the simple projective module in the 
right perpendicular category is regular as well. We will denote this set by &. 
If A is a hereditary, finite-dimensional k-algebra, then there are only finitely 
many indecomposable preprojective or preinjective modules which are not sincere 
[13]. Hence, if A is representation infinite, then there is a bound m(A) such that 
the modules tp”P and r”Z are sincere for all n 2 m(A) and all indecomposable pro- 
jective modules P and all indecomposable injective modules Z respectively. 
It is very easy to determine the bound m(A) if A is a wild path algebra of a quiver 
1 with three vertices. If 1 is twice edge connected, then each irreducible map be- 
tween indecomposable modules in the preprojective component of A-mod is a 
monomorphism, hence if an indecomposable module is successor of all projective 
A-modules, then it is sincere. This implies, that if 2 is twice edge connected, then 
m(A)12. 
The only case which remains to be considered is, if the underlying graph of j is 
of the form 
6-t 
cu, 
It is easy to see, that the composition of two irreducible maps f: X+ Y and g : Y+ 2 
between indecomposable preprojective A-modules is a monomorphism, provided X 
and rZ are not isomorphic. Let P(a) denote the indecomposable projective A- 
module whose top is the simple module S(a). If Y is not of the form rmsP(a) for 
some s 2 0, then all irreducible maps h : X + Y between indecomposable preprojec- 
tive modules are monomorphisms. 
Thus, for each indecomposable preprojective module M of the form rpSP with 
~12, we can find a chain of monomorphisms ending in A4 and starting in an ar- 
bitrary indecomposable projective module. This again implies, that m(A) I 2. 
Now we can determine easily the set of the non sincere A-Schur modules which 
are regular. We just calculate all indecomposable projective (injective) A-modules 
P and I and their r-translates S-P and rl respectively. All non-sincere Schur 
modules which we did not obtain are A-regular. 
In order to describe the modules in %, we have to find out, what is the simple 
projective module in Ml for some A-regular A’=A/(e) Schur module M. 
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We claim that ShL is the immediate predecessor of M in the Auslander-Reiten 
quiver of A’-mod. 
SC1 is also an A/-module according to Lemma 2.4, and Sk1 0 M is a partial 
tilting module. Hence Shl is the immediate predecessor or the immediate successor 
N of M in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A/-mod. But since HomA(M, N) # 0, the 
module N does not belong to Ml, hence SP MI is the immediate predecessor of M in 
the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A/-mod. 
Let .?I&! be the set of those regular A-Schur modules M for which there exists a 
primitive idempotent e, such that M is an A/(e)-module. Let the set .%? consist of 
those modules in W with the additional property that the immediate predecessor in 
the Auslander-Reiten quiver is A-preprojective. 
Our previous considerations prove: 
Proposition. KG = 92 \ 33. 
Let Y, E 9, and let Ye and S$ be A/(e)-modules. The module Pro’ has been 
calculated in 1.2, namely it is the indecomposable middle term of the universal se- 
quence 
?Z(i) : 0 + P(i) + E(i) + Y;(;) + 0, 
where P(i) =Ae, and r(i) = dim, Exta(YO, P(i)). 
Applying Horn,@;&, - ) to the sequence q(i), we obtain that 
t = dimk Hom,(Sc;, E(i)) = r(i)dimk Hom,(S$ Y,) - dimk Exta(Sc;, P(i)), 
and we obtain all modules in 9/O by calculating the relative Auslander-Reiten se- 
quences in @7{&, where YO’ is equivalent to &-mod, and the quiver of A,, is given by 
4.3. Let Y be a regular Schur module which is either r-sincere or which is an element 
in C??. For the inductive step we will need another description of the modules in 9, 
namely in terms of preinjective modules over certain left perpendicular categories. 
We will need some notation. Let X be in 9. With SgL and Sfx we denote the 
simple projective X’ or ‘X-modules, and with Pxl and P,, the non-simple in- 
decomposable projective X’ or ‘X-module. 
Dually, we denote with Sfyl and sf, the simple injective X’ or ‘X-module, and 
with I,, and Z Ix the non-simple indecomposable injective X’ or ‘X-module. 
Lemma. Let XE 3. 
(i) Sf,= Y and IL, is the immediate successor N of X in k7.7il. 
(ii) SgL is the immediate predecessor V of X in E?,PI, and Pxl = TINY. 
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(iii) Sfx = riSgL and PI, = rA Pxl. 
(iv) Sfyl = r, Y and I,, = 5, I,, . 
Proof. (i) That Y is the simple injective ‘X-module follows from the definition of 
3. Since X@ N@ Y is a tilting module and since Y is simple injective in ‘X, it 
follows, that N is the non-simple, indecomposable ‘X-module. 
(ii) I’@ X@ Y is a tilting module, and according to Lemma 2.4.2 this implies 
that V= Sg,. The module V@ rI r, Y @ X is a tilting module, and I/ and ri .Y lie in 
X’-. Since V is simple projective in XI, this implies that tLr,Y is the other in- 
decomposable projective Xl-module. 
(iii) Since X is r-sincere, r is an equivalence from ‘X to Xl, giving the desired 
result. 
(iv) This holds since r- is an equivalence from X’ to IX. 
Let XE 9, and let N be the immediate successor of X in g?,p,. Provided that we 
know the k-dimension of Hom,(X, Y) and of Hom,(N, Y), the previous lemma 
contains all the information necessary to determine the set E of all A-Schur 
modules M which are r-sincere and which have X as simple injective lM-module. 
Namely, we may assume by induction hypothesis to know 9. In particular, we 
know V, the immediate predecessor of X in ?Z$, and the module N. Let s= 
dim, Hom(X, Y) and t = dimk Hom(N, Y). According to the previous lemma, 




dim, Hom,(S~,P,~) = dim, HOmA(T;S$l, ~-P,L) = dimk HomA(Sfx, Plx) 
= dim, HomA(z,,, Sf,) = dimk Hom,(N, Y) = t. 
Then we obtain all modules in K by calculating the relative Auslander-Reiten se- 
quences in E7i1. 
Hence it remains to be seen, how we can calculate the k-dimension of Hom,(X, Y) 
for a Schur module Y which is either r-sincere or which belongs to @, and a module 
Xin E?,P,. But this follows easily from the following remark: 
Remark. Let 0 4 M-, N’ -+ X-* 0 be a relative Auslander-Reiten sequence in ‘i!Z,P,. 
Let r = dimk Hom,(M, Y) and s = dimk HomA(N, Y). Then dimk Hom,(X, Y) = 
t-s-r. 
Proof. Applying Hom,(-, Y) to the sequence gives the desired result. 
Let Y, be in 4, and let Y, be an A/(e) =A’-module for some idempotent e in A. 
Since ScoL is the sectional predecessor of Y, in the Auslander-Reiten quiver of 
A/-mod, we know dim, Hom,(S$* Y,). 
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It was already stated in 4.2, that 
t = dim, Hom,(S$;, Pr;) 
= r(i)dimk Hom,(S$ Ye) - dimk ExtL(S$;, P(i)), 
where P(i) =Ae and r(i) = dim, Extfq(YO, P(i)). We obtain dim, Hom,(P,t, Y,) by 
applying Hom,(-, YJ to 
q’(i) = 0 --t S$’ + Pyo’ + Z(i) + 0 
with s(i) = dimk Extf,(I(i), S$;) and I(i) =D(eA), namely 
s = dimk Hom,(PrOL, Y,) 
=s(i)dim, Hom,(S$, Y,) -dim, ExtL(Z(i), Y,). 
Inductive use of the previous remark gives the k-dimensions of all Hom,(X, Ye) 
with X indecomposable in KTf;. 
Now let XE 9, and let N be the immediate successor of X in K?,P, and I/ the im- 
mediate predecessor of X in a$,. By induction we know that dimk Horn,,, I’, X) = 
dimk HomA(SgL, X) and 
dimk Hom,(X, Y) = dimk Hom,(s,,,Y, X) = dimk HomA(Pxl, X). 
Furthermore, we know that dimk Hom,(N, Y) = dim, HomA(SgL, Pxl), hence, 
using again the previous remark inductively, we obtain the k-dimensions of 
Hom,(Z, X) for all indecomposable preprojective XL-modules Z. 
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